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LARGE SCALE REPLACEMENT OF FUEL CHANNELS IN THE PICKERING CANDU REACTOR
USING A MAN-IN-THE-LOOP REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

David Stratton
Project Group Leader - Systems Engineering

Spar Aerospace Limited, 1700 Or/nont Drive, Weston, Ontario, Canada M9L 2W7

Spar Aerospace Limited of Toronto is presently under
contract to Ontario Hydro to desiqn a Remote Manipulation
and Control System (RMCS) to be used during the large seal.'1

replacement of the fuel channels in the Pickering A Nuclear
Generating Station. The system is designed to support tne
replacement of all 390 fuel channels in each of the four
reactors at the Pickering A station in a safe manner that
minimizes worker radiation exposure and unit outage tine.

The CANDU reactor contains its fuel bundles in a system of
horizontal calandria and pressure tubes that span the
reactor volume (Figure 1). Although the basic design did
account for the axial creep of the Zirconium alloy tubes
resulting from reactor operation, experience in the
operation of four reactors at Pickering and three at Bruce,
shows that this creep occurs at a higher rate than desiqn
estimates predicted. This creep and associated problems
lead to operational difficulties for the reactor.

Over the past few years, a number of fuel channels have bnen
replaced using work crews and specially developed manual
tooling. Based upon this experience, it is estimated that
it would take approximately two years to retube a 390
channel reactor and expose work crews to a mininum of 4,000
man-rem for channel disassembly and reolacement excluding
the exposure encountered during preparation activi t i<-<--.
Safety regulations limit the allowable exposure to 5 rvm per
man per year.

To reduce this exposure and the associated cost and critical
path time, a remotely controlled retuhing system has been
designed consisting of the following major subsystems
(Figure 2):

(a) Tool Subsystem (TLS),
(b) Remote Work Station Subsystem (RWS),
(c) Remote Manipulator Subsystem (RMS),
(d) Remote Operations Centre (ROC),
(e) Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS),
(f) Vault Observation Subsystem (VOS).
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The Tool Subsystem (TLS) encompasses all the tools des
for the operational process of replacinq fuel channel
components. Retuhing procedures and plans have estab]ishei
a sequence of basic operations and functions to be performed
by the individual tool mechanisms which are beinq designed
and supplied by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (ARCL),
Canadian General Electric (CGE), Soar and Ontario Hydro. To
maximize? operational and system flexibility, a modal a r
approach to tool desiqn has been implemented. Each tool
oerforms one basic oneration. All tools use the same
generalized interface. Thus, the number of tools required
and the order in which they are used is established
exclusively by the operational requirements without inducing
chanqes to the basic system. At the same time, tool modules
i.'an be packaged into multiple tool assemblies called turret-'
in any combination to optimize the operational efficiency
('"'iqure 3). All tools are controlled by the same sot of
.; inple oner-itor controls consisting nrimarily of discrete
commands and feedback. No tool specific commands have been
incorporated. A detailed instruction set defines how theso
•controls are exercised to implement specific tool

t ions.

The Remote Work Station (R'7S) provides the universal inter-
face for mountinq these tool mechanisms. In general, four
tool mechanisms are mounted in a cylinirical frame to form a
turret assembly. Detailed process analysis has identified
the most efficient qrouPinq of tools in turrets for
oneration on several channels between turret exchanges. At
specific points during the fuel channel replacement
sequence, the operating turret will contain an alignment
tool. Using feedback from this tool, the RWS operator
positions the RWS to null the alignment errors in the tool
so that the RWS becomes oriented relative to the fuel
channel axis. The stored values of the RWS position permit
the RWS to be returned to a fuel channel in the Proper
orientation such that subsequent tools are also aligned. To
achieve this alignment, the RWS provides two translational
and three rotational degrees of freedom to the turret,
including turret indexinq about the turret's lonq axis.
"ach degree of freedom is electro-mechanically driven,
energized by stepper motors while the actual oosition of the
RWS is indicated by encoders. Generally, movement of thr-
f!WS between ooer^ting positions is performed on a fixed
distance basis usinq the difference between the target and
actual positions to compute the number of stens required to
move the RWS to the tarqet oosition. Once ali.qned, each
tool in the turrQt can he indexed into Position in front oc

':hc fuel channel. Only nn<> tool on an RWS is operationa1 "t
•tny time. The onerational tool receives services and
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commands through one of two detachable service boom connec-
tions. Functioning as a holding and positioning bed for the
tools, the RWS translates back and forth inside the
Shielding Cabinet Subsystem (SCS), narallel to the reactor
face. The SCS is a steel box-like structure, designed by
CGE, mounted on the Fuelling Machine (F/M) bridge to allow
shielded worker access to the face of the reactor to perform
manual operations on the reactor or maintenance on the RMCS
equipment (Figure 4).

Replacement of fuel channel components will be performed on
a row-by-row basis starting at the bottom of the reactor.
At the completion of a row, the fuelling machine bridge will
be raised to permit operation on the next row.

The Remote Manipulator Subsystem (RMS) is a multi-joint arm
used to manoeuvre components between the transport carts and
flasks on the vault floor and the tools operating at the
reactor face (Figure 5). Arm control is achieved through an
integrated computer controlled electro-hydraulic system
which controls the motion of each joint actuator through
servo valves. Simple operator controls which command the
speed and direction of the payload in three translational
and two rotational degrees of freedom enable manoeuvring of
payloads of up to 2,500 lbs. without conscious effort by the
operator to control the individual joints. The arm,
consisting of a series of joints and structural links, is
configured as a parallelogram to maintain the wrist orienta-
tion at all boom angles. The arm booms are attached to a
carriage which can translate parallel to the reactor face on
tracks mounted to a base assembly rigidly secured to the
vault floor. During operation, the carriage is locked in one
of three positions. A wri&t assembly located at the end of
the arm, provides the yaw and pitch movement of tho end
effector and nayload while the arm and carriage assemblies
together provide the X,Y ard 7. translation of the wrist
assembly. Payloads are grappled by a two jaw, three claw
end effector. A Manipulator Control Unit (MCU) located
outside the vault, performs the prime control logic for
resolved motion of the arm as derived from command inputs
from the operator control panels.

Normally, retubing operations are controlled by personnel
seated at operator stations located in the Remote Operations
Centre (ROC) which can be up to 1,500 feet from the reactor
building (Figure 6). Four operator stations are dedicated
to the control of four RWS's and their associated Shielding
Cabinet halves; one operator station controls the RMS,
another operator station is used for overall supervisory
purposes and a System Engineer Station is used for direct
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software access and system initialization. All Remote
Operator Stations except the System Engineer Station contain
custom designed control and display panels and two alpha-
numeric CRT video display terminals (Figure 7). One CRT
displays procedural instructions to the operator, the other
displays response data. The System Engineer Station
consists essentially of one CRT terminal with a keyboard.
In the event that the remote control stations are
inoperative, control can be exercised on the individual
subsystems by means of portable in-vault Local Control Unit
(LCU); one each dedicated to the RWSs and the RMS. Control
of a subsystem by an LCU is exclusive of control by the
equivalent remote operator station. The computer network
(Figure 8), which resides partially in the ROC and partially
in the Data Transmission Subsystem (DTS), provides command
processing, status feedback and data communications between
all elements of the RMCS. The distributed nature of this
network enhances overall reliability by providing limited,
but elegantly degraded control of various portions of the
system in the event of failure in any computer component.
Normally, the General Purpose Computer (GPC) located in the
ROC acts as master implementing a centralized supervisory
function. The satellite computers take care of the details
of driving the controlled subsystems while the GPC
implements the desired high level operational scenarios
detailed in the retubing process instruction set.

In addition to the computer equipment, the Vault Observation
Subsystem (VOS) comprising the black and white, high resolu-
tion closed circuit television cameras and microphones
provides a means of audio/visual feedback to facilitate
operator control. Twenty-three (23) cameras (11 in the east
vault; 12 in the west vault) are strategically located
around the vault and shielding cabinet to provide good
visual access to all operations being performed. VOS
controls are arranged so that any operator can select any
camera for control or any camera view for display on his
monitors. Audible monitoring of vault operations is
implemented by four microphones in the shielding cabinet
hardwired to amplifiers and speakers or headsets at each of
the RWS remote operator stations. Audio/visual recorders
are located at each operator station to continuously monitor
in-vault operations and to provide a permanent record of
visual inspection data. Voice commentary, closed circuit
voice communications and vault audio are superimposed on the
video recording to ensure that the recordings are fully
documented.
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The retube operations will be controller! by a comprehensive
retubing instruction set which, along with control options
in the RMCS control system, will govern the operation of the
RMCS equipment by the operator (Figure 9). The instruction
set is the database of operational instructions which define
the normal, preplanned sequence of operations. The instruc-
tion set prompts the operator to perform certain actions at
the appropriate time, validates the operator inputs, checks
the successful completion of each instruction before
activating the next instruction and allows for interlocking
of operations between different operators. In addition, it
has the capability for automation of sequences of
operations, if permitted by the operator. The operator has
the capability of suspending the instruction set if
operations must be performed to bypass contingencv
situations-

Thus, the RMCS represents a man-in-the-loop process control
system which supports the operators with visual, audio and
electrical data feedback coupled with an instruction
prompting capability to dictate the sequence of the retube
process. This integration of man and machine provides a
high degree of system flexibility which is essential when
handling complex maintenance activities by remote control.
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FIGURE 4 ONTARIO HYDRO RMCS FULL SYSTEM
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FIGURE 6 REMOTE OPERATIONS CENTRE



FIGURE 7 RWS OPERATOR STATION



FIGURE 8 RMCS BLOCK DIAGRAM (SHOWING FULL COMPUTER SYSTEM)
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